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ATJON OF BWARIEGATED TREES 
A . A @mph ix biwwiepted PO itr vertca; Jiet c”8n be partitioned into two equal sets such 
that e&t WPWQ is od@tuxnt to me and only one vertex in the set not containing it. A tree 
with 2~ verlh & bivaticgatcd Of an,” mly if the largest indcpcndcnt subset of the vertex set 
hw uxdind n. A constructive description of such trees as well as a listing of all those with 12 
of fimw vertices is $ven. 
I. Introduction 
Throughout this paper we take agruph G to be a finite nonempty 
set V of points together with a prescribed set E of unordered pairs of 
distinct points of tr. When it is important to delineate the vertex set V 
set E we will write C = (V, E). 
During the course of some recent investigations, we had occdon to 
examine the Following graph-theoretic construct. Let G, = (V, , El) and 
C2 = ( v2 _E2) with V, n v2 = 8. If fi V, + IT2 is a bijecfioiz. we let 
G1’f’G2 be the graph having vertex set VI u V, and edge set El U E2 
u I$ where 
In attempting to characterize graphs SC constructed, we obtained, as 
the principal result of this paper, a ehalaeterization of the class of trees 
of this Form. 
As alternate ways of describing this class, we are concerned with 
trees whose vertex set can be partitioned into two equal sets such that 
each vertex is adjacent o one and only one vertex in the set not con- 
taining it. Viewed as a coloring problem, we wish to characterize those 
trees for which it is possible. to assign to each of its points one of two 
A. R, &iinun?k ‘, 
Fi& 1. 
colors such that each vertex is adjacent to one and only one verQ~x$~f 
a different color. In view of the last description, we calI the 
bivariqtted and the concomitant partitioning (cokwing) a
Pion. These descriptions are exemplified inFig. 1. 
Given a tree T= (V, E), a subset S C V is e d indqwndenr if no 
two ekments of S are adjacent; hat is,{s, ,\J} 
let I, denote generically the largest indepen subset of V, nat@j 
that there may be several of Is st cardinality. The statement af sur 
main theorem follows. 
2. Construction of bivariegated trees 
We first observe that if T is a bivariegated tree% then T has an even 
number of points and no two end vertices can be adjacent to the mrne 
point. An end vertex is called remote if its adjacent point has degree 
two. 
Proposition 2.1. If T is a bivariegu&d tree Wh 17’1 X, hvz T has cot 
least two remok end vertkxs. 
Roof. Assume that ITI = %n and that T has k end vertiieesE Let .q , 
X2 , . . . , .xk denote the distinct points adjacent to these nd vcrtiees MA- 
ed so that deg .x1 <, degx2 < . . . < Beg+. Let the 2~ verliecs I+, 
v2, .:. . uqn be labeled so that the first k vertices ark the points l, 
.x2, ‘.., xk and the nex’t R the respective end vertices. Now 
80 that 
3 
nc an end verhx and deg xj 2 3 for i = 3, 
. . . 
k 
Cd 
0=3 xi + P uf9k~3(k--,2)+2(~1-2k)+k=4n-6. 
since 2 5 degx1 <: d x2 Y the above implies that deg x1 = deg x2 = 2. 
htpdtion 2.2. If T is a biwriegated tree and if e is u remote end ver- 
tex of T md x its ctdjaaW point, then T\ {e. x) is a bivariegated tree. 
Proof. Since deg x = 2 implies that x is an end point of the tree T\(e), 
the removal of x yields the tree Tf, (e. x ). 
Given that T = (V, E) is bivariegated, there exists a partition ( V, , Y, } 
of Y for which 1 V, I= 1 E+‘, 1 and each vertex is adjacent o one and only 
one vertex in the set not containing it. Clearly, e and x are not in the 
same element of the partition, so that if, say, e E, VI, (VI \ e, I/+) 
yields a bivarie tion of T\ {e. Y } . 
The two preceding propositions imply that every bivariegated tree 
T of cardinal 201 I- 1) may be constructed by attaching a remote end 
vertex ( ---@==-=a) to avertex of some bivariegated tree of cardinal 2n. 
A listing of all bivariegated trees with 12 or fewer vertices is given in 
the itppendix. 
Be now observe that a bivariegated tree is uniquely bivuriegable; 
that is, rsvery bivuriegation induces the same partition. In terms of the 
interpretation t& iiilplies that the coloring is unique up to 
interchanging the two colors. 
&ape&km 2.3. A bivariegdted tree T is uraiyuely bivariegable. 
Proof. Let ITI=: 2~. The proposition c!early holds when n = 1. Suppose 
the proposition holds fo r A1 bivariegated trees of cardinal 2k, where 
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k < n. Let { V,, V, } and (Vi, v2 ) be two bivariegations of T. Pick a 
remote end vertex e and let y + e bc ihe :M\ue point adjacent TO x 
which is adjacent o e. We may assume without loss of gevlcrality that 
Y E VII n Vl,. Obviously then x E V, G VX, so that Q e JJ, f’l Vi. As 
observed in Proposition 2.2, (V&T, Y2\x> and { i/i\e, V;\x} are 
bivariegations of T\ (e, x ) . Since 1 T\ (t), x ] 1 = 2+- 11 And since 
Y E (V,\x) n (V’,\x), we have by our inductive hypothesis that 
V,\e = V;\e and V,\x = ir,\x. Therefore? {V,, V2 ) = {VI, Vi ;- . 
3. Largest independent subsets 
We prove, in this sectior l, ?orue propositions concerning independent 
subsets to be used in the sequel. It should be I:oted that SOTIZ of these 
results could be stated in greater gdneralitg;. 
Recall that *we used IT to denote a largest independent subset of IF. 
Since the set E of end vertices of a tree T is an independent set, there 
is a (possibly more than one) largest s& among aPI those independent 
sets containing E. We denote any iJne of the latter by IR. 
Proposition 3.1. II, I = 11~ 1. 
Proof. Every vertex in I, is adjacent o at most tine end vertex since if 
x E 1, and x is adjacent o el , e2 E E, then el and ez are not adjat:ent 
to any other points in I,. Thus 
is an independent set whose cardinality is greater than that of 1, contrary 
to our assumptions that I, was a largest independent set. Now since each 
element of E is adjacent o a unique ekment of I,, we may, for each 
e E E, replace the point in 4, adjacent o it by e. Thus we obtain an inde- 
pendent set & containins all of the end vertices and such that I& 1 = 11, I. 
Proposition 3.2. Let T be a tree having a remote end vertex e. Let x be 
the point of Tadjacent to e. 7%en if II,1 = k, IIT,(e,x)l == k-l. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, we have & such that I& 1 = iIT I l Skce 
x 6 I”, Z”!e is an independent subset of T\{e, x) and I@el = k- 1. 
5 
Clearly j if 
Ir,,{,,,) I = k’> k-1, 
then IT$, {e x 1 U (e ) is an independent subset of ‘B” having cardinal 
k’ + 1 3~ k’, which is a contradictlon. Consequently, lIr, {e,x) I = k- 1. 
The proof of ‘our next proposition requires appeal to Di!worth’s 
theorem [21 and the fact that every acyclic graph 7’ admits a transitive 
orieztai”ion (see, for example, [ 31); that is, it is possible to define a 
par% 11 Isrder on the vertices of T such that two vertices are comparable 
if ai?d only if they are adjacent in T. 
Rec:;ll that a chain (antichain) in a partially ordered set X is a sub- 
set S such that every (no) pair of distinct elements in S is comparable. 
Furthemore, if we consider a transitive orientation of a graph 6, then 
therti s a correspondence between the ccmplete subgraphs (!ndeperdent 
sets) 01’ G and the chains (antichains) of the orientation. 
Theorem 3.3 (Dilworth’s theorem). Let X be an arbitrary partially 
orderecit' set and let m be ~;r natural number. If X contains no antich.ain 
of carciiinal m + 1, then it is the union of m (pairwise disjoint) chai,u. 
Using the above, we prover 
hoposition 3.4- Let G = (X, E) be a graph with p ilertices where 
p 2 21:: + 1. 9 M a natural riumber. If IP, 1 = m, thert G L‘Orztairls a cycle. 
Proof. Assume that 6 is acyclic, and therefore it admits a transitive 
orientation. l[n vievv of the assumption that 11, I = m, X contains no 
. . . 
antrcham of cardinal f~ k 1. Via Dilworth’s theorem, X = U:! 1 ‘i, 
where each Si is a chain. Then 
But G acyclic and each Si a chain (complete subgraph) implies IS, 1 <_ 2. 
Therefore, 
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lSil<, 2m < 2m + 12 p = 1x1. 
In view of this contradiction, G must contain a cycle. 
4. The main theorem 
The proof of the principal theorem is divided into several part:;. In 
Proposition 4.1, we prove the necessity of the condition on the cardinal- 
ity of I,. In Proposition 4.2, we establish the existence of a remote end 
vertex crucial to the application of an inductive argument for sufficiency. 
Proposition 4.1. If T is Q bivariegated tree of cardinal 251, then II,1 = n. 
Proof. The pr<Jposition is obviously true for n = I. Suppose it is true for 
a!! bivariegated trees of cardinal 2k, where k < n. By Proposition 2.1, 
there is a remote end vertex e of 7’. Let x be the unique vertex adjacent 
to e and y the vertex other than e adjacent o x. By Proposition 2.2, 
T\ {e, x } is a bivariegated tree which by our inductive hypothesis is 
such thai IIT, leJx J 1 = m- 1, By Proposition 3.1, there is a largest in- 
dependent set S in T\{e, x) of cardinality n- 1 that contains all of its 
end vertices, and in particular y. Consequentiy, S u (e) is an indepen- 
dent set in T of carc!lna.l n. But Propositions 3.2 and 2.2 allow us to in- 
elude that ‘6, i 5 n, so that ii,1 = ii. 
Proposition 4.2. df T = (V, E) is Q tree with 212 vertices, where n > i 
and II, I = n, then T has a remote end vertex. 
Proof. If x E V, let I’x denote the set of all points adjacent o x. If 
S C Iv, then LYS = F,4 (H’xJ x E S] . &et E denote the set of end vertices 
of T and suppose }.El = k. An examination of the proof of Proposition 
2.: reveals that if II’Ei = k, then there exist remote end vertices. So 
srppo5e IFEi = : < k. By Proposition 3.1 , there exists an independent 
:,et /E containing E such that /Pi- 1 = IIE I = n. Then I$ WI = rr-k w< Ez-j. 
&note the set-theoretic complement of S C V by S. We new consider 
the graph G given by T\ (E u IT). 3ts vertex set CO: As!5 cf (pE’!E) 
u &\ L’E) and thus has p vertices, :vhere II> 2(n- k) =t 1 since 
5. Some nfmarks 
lI,\El = n-k < n-j = I@ WI. 
Moreover, the largest independent se’r in G is &\E, which has cardinal 
n-k. But, by Proposition 3.4, this implies that G contains a cycle. This 
is impossible since G is a subgraph of 7’. Consequently, our assumption 
that ll%‘l< k cannot hold, so that IrEI = k, which, as in Proposition 
2.1, implies that T contains remote end vertices. 
The principal result of this paper is now derived easily as ik zonse- 
quent of the preceding propositions. 
Proof. The necessity was established in Proposition 4. B . We establish 
the sufficiency by an inductive argument. 
For IZ =: 1 or 2, an examination of the trees with two or four vertices 
shows ti-rat hose satisfying our assumption on the cardinality of I, are 
sivariegated. We assume that the theorem holds for ah trees of cardinal 
%k, whcrc 1 < k < ~2. By Proposition 4.2, the tree T has F remote end 
vertex t’. Let x be the vertex adjacent o e and p/’ the vertex other than 
e adjacent o X. In view of Proposition 3.2, T\(e. x ) is a tree with 
2(n- - 1) Ivertices and such that II,,+,, 11 = yz- 1. Via our inductive hy- 
pot&r<;, T\ {e, x } is a bivariega ted tree. Let { VI, V2 } be a bivariega- 
tion L;;,f T\ {e, x ) such that y E V, . Clearly { I/, U (e _), V2 t-1 (x )} is 
a biva&gation of X 
As observed in our introductory remarks, the general problem of 
characterizing bivariegated graphs remains open. Our condition on the 
cardinahity of the largest independent set is neither necessary nor suf- 
ficient ha the general case. This is illustrated by the following two ex- 
am plies: 
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Example 51. C is bivariegated of cardinal 2 l 3 but ilG 1 * 2. 
Example 5.2. G is not bivariegzed brt cardinal 1G is one half that of G. 
The existence of numerous easily programmed algorithms (see, for 
example, [ 1 ] ) for the identification of independent sets (complete 
graphs in the dual graph) makes it possible to test whether or not a 
given tree is bivariegated. However, most of these algorithms yield all 
of the maximal independent sets. Perhaps one of these may be easily 
modified to determine whether or not the largest independent set has 
the desired cardinality. 
It is possible to conceive of several possible extensions of the concept 
of bivariegation. For example, if G == (V, E) is a graph with k l n ver- 
tices we could say th:>t G is k-variegated if V can be partitioned into k 
sets each of size n such that each vertex x E V is adjacent o exactly 
one point in each of the sets not containing it. Considering the ex- 
ample given in Fig. 2, we see that G is Svariegated but the cardinality 
of the largest in&pendent set is less than 4. 
Fig. 2. G = W, El and I VI = 3-4. 
6. Appi’endix 
‘Ihe listing of bivariegated trees, with up to 12 vertices was extracted 
from the listing in [$] of trees ~4th at most 10 vertices and that in f 5 1 
Of l.Rm3 with 12 vertices. 
Table 1 
The number of trees (rp) and bivariegated trees (BAD) wth y points 
----_I__p -- 
B 5 % 
2 .I I 
4 2 1 
6 6 2 
a 23 5 
10 106 15 
12 551 49 
-.- 
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6. Appendix 
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6, Appendix 
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Added in proof. J.W. Moon has obtained an alternate proof of our main 
theorem using results of Gallai and Kiinig on independence numbers and 
matching. 
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